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What is Sociology?
Sociology involves the study of the social lives of people, groups, and societies. It is the study of
human behavior as social beings, covering everything from the analysis of childhood
socialization to relationships of race, class, and gender all the way up to the study of global
social processes, including ecological crises and the world economy. Furthermore, sociology
strives for an overarching unification of all studies of humankind, including history, psychology,
and economics.

Sociology – The Multidisciplinary Field of Study
When sociologists study childhood socialization and how social norms related to
gender or language shape us, they often reach into ideas from psychology.
When sociologists ask about human variety both individually and in terms of
different types of social systems, they must approach the world like an
anthropologist.
If a sociologist wants to learn how our modern forms of food, dress, sex, music,
politics, or marriage came to be, they must think like a historian.
If a sociologist is interested in the dynamics of our social classes and the decisions
of and life chances for individuals located in a social class, they must understand
the world like an economist.
To grasp the patterns we find in aggregate numbers of populations, categories of
people, and/or the outcomes and destinies visited upon communities and nations,
sociologists must understand statistics and the mathematics upon which they are
built.
In order to make sure their discipline achieves the level of scientific precision to
which it aspires, sociologists must ask and answer questions shared with
philosophers of science.

To study sociology is truly to study the full gamut of the human
experience. What could be more interesting than that?
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Sociology and the Skills Employers Want
In 10 Things Employers Want You to Learn in College: The Skills You Need to Succeed
(Revised, 2012/2003. Ten Speed Press. Berkeley, California), Bill Coplin stressed several things
employers say they need from their employees with a college education:
What Employers Want

Asking & Answering the Right
Questions: Detect nonsense. Pay
attention to detail.
Gathering Information: Search
the web. Use library holdings.
Use commercial databases. Do
interviews, use surveys.
Using Quantitative Tools: Use
numbers. Use graphs and tables.
Use spreadsheet programs.
Communicating In Writing:
Write well. Edit and proof. Use
word-processing tools.
Communicating Verbally:
Converse one-on-one. Present to
groups. Use visual displays.

How Our Sociology Program Will Get You There

You will learn how to develop your own
research questions, find answers, and
critically analyze information you find.
Many of our classes require some research
component and all graduates will construct
their own senior thesis which will require
scholarship, data collection, and analysis.
Each student learn to use statistics, present
data, and work in programs like Excel.

Most of our classes will have you write
papers and these you will have to edit, proof,
and use word-processing skills.
You will meet new people & friends. Our
classes will have you present research to
groups using tools like posters and
powerpoint presentations.
You will have opportunities for group
Work Directly With People:
Build good relationships. Work
projects and to work on events in public
in teams. Teach others.
settings.
Solving Problems: Identify
You will become an independent thinker who
problems. Develop solutions.
can work without guidance, strategize on how
Launch solutions.
to deal with novel situations, and work with
others to solve problems.
Influencing People: Manage
Our Sociology Club will give you
effectively. Sell successfully.
opportunities to plan events, network with
Politick wisely. Lead effectively. others, and take leadership roles.
When you sign up for a major in sociology, you are signing up for training that will help you
achieve these goals and attain many of these skills… if you work for it.

Sociology and Skills Employers Want
Employers today want students who excel in research and analytical skills, knowledge,
communication, and creativity. Hart Research Associates commissioned a survey, Falling Short?
College Learning and Career Success. In it, employers gave college graduates low scores for
preparedness across several learning outcomes; students thought they were better prepared.

Sampling of responses for some of these
outcomes

Applying Knowledge Skills to the Real World
Analyzing/Solving Complex Problems
Being Innovative/Creative
Critical/analytical thinking
Written Communication
Working with Numbers/Statistics
Oral Communication
Locating, Organizing, & Evaluating Information
Ethical Judgment and Decision Making
Staying Current on Technologies
Working with Others in Teams

% employers
who agreed
their
employees
were prepared
23
24
25
26
27
28
28
29
30
37
37

Student
Perception

Difference
(rank)

59
59
75
66
65
55
62
64
62
46
64

36 (4)
35 (5 tie)
50 (1)
40 (2)
38 (3)
27 (9 tie)
35 (5 tie)
35 (5 tie)
32 (8)
9 (10)
27 (9 tie)

Our sociology program can help you close the gap between how well-prepared students perceive
themselves and what employers want from them. In sociology, you will….
•
•
•
•

learn to analyze and solve complex problems involving the real world.
exercise your creativity, analytical abilities, and critical thinking.
receive practice in oral and written communication and work with statistics.
receive practice in locating, organizing, and evaluating information.

We know of no other discipline that provides the same range of skills.

In fact, in the following pages, you will see that what
sociology graduates learn aligns with what employers want!
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In 2005 and 2012, sociology graduates were asked about
what they learned in their undergraduate years. Check it
out in this page and the next one:

Our program provides training and skills in all of
these areas.

And this is from 2012.

The demand for these skills is predicted to grow
in the future and our program provides training
and skills in all of these areas.
See the next page!!
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Social science degrees compare favorably with those degrees
higher in demand, behind business but ahead of health
professions, education, and psychology

Why Focusing Too Narrowly in College Could Backfire, Wall Street Journal, Nov. 15, 2013.
Source: http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324139404579016662718868576

I relate the study of sociology to my work daily. Every job interview I have been
on, I've been offered a job with the exception of one, and all of the perspective
employers were impressed with my credentials that EKUs sociology program has
offered me - so for that, I am very thankful! – Michael Adcock, Class of 2015
EKU's Sociology program taught me that the world is at my disposal. From the
past I can see the present. From the present I anticipate the future. We are never
too separated from history, rather we become fixated on the possibilities of the
future. - Jeffrey Cawood, Sociology Graduate, 2015

Sociology majors get jobs and are satisfied they
got their degrees.
Data Brief on Current Jobs
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The Sociology Major – 3 Pathways to 30 SOC hours
A student needs a minimum of 120 hours overall to graduate. The Student Success
Seminar (1 hour), Wellness (3 hours), and General Education (36 hours) are 40
required hours. Add in 50 hours of Free Electives and that leaves 30 hours for the
Sociology degree. You can get those 30 hours one of three ways:
The Four Year Plan – Conventional Degree
Freshmen
1st Semester
ASO 100S
SOC 131
Gen Ed E-1A
Gen Ed E-3A
Gen Ed E-4
Free Elective
Total
2nd Semester
Gen Ed E-1B
Gen Ed E-2
Gen Ed E-4
Gen Ed E-5B
Free Electives
Total

Hrs
1
3
3
3
3
3
16
Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
15

Sophomore
1st Semester
SOC 232
Gen Ed E-1C
Gen Ed E-3B
Gen Ed E-6
Free Elective

Hrs
3
3
3
3
3

Junior
1 Semester
SOC 300+ Elective
Writing Intensive
300+ Elective
300+ Elective
Wellness

Hrs
3
3
3
3
3

Total
2nd Semester
SOC 300+ Elective
Gen Ed E-5A
Gen Ed E-6
300+ Elective
300+ Elective
Total

15
Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
15

Total
2nd Semester
SOC 300+ Elective
SOC 300+ Elective
300+ Elective
Free Elective
Free Elective
Total

15
Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
15

st

Senior
1 Semester
SOC 395
SOC 462
SOC 420, 425, 463,
or 465
Free Elective
Free Elective
Total
2nd Semester
SOC 470
Free Elective
Free Elective
Free Elective
Free Elective
Total
st

Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
15
Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
15

The Two Semester Plan
If you have already had SOC 131 and SOC 232 (or its equivalent) and you have your Gen Ed finished, or
just need a few courses left, you can finish your Sociology classes in two semesters.
Fall Classes
SOC 235 – Social Problems (or
Upper Division level course)
SOC 395 – Research Methods
SOC 462 – Sociological Theory
SOC Upper Division
Gen Ed (if needed)

Spring Classes
SOC 235 – Social Problems (or
Upper Division level course)
SOC Upper Division
SOC Upper Division
SOC 470 – Seminar in Sociology
Gen Ed (if needed)

The Three Semester Plan
You can also get out in 1 year even if you do not have SOC 131 and SOC 232 yet.
Summer Classes
Fall Classes
Spring Classes
SOC 131 – Introductory Sociology SOC 235 – Social Problems
SOC Upper Division
SOC 232 – Social Statistics
SOC 395 – Research Methods
SOC Upper Division
SOC 462 – Sociological Theory
SOC Upper Division
SOC Upper Division
SOC 470 – Seminar in Sociology
Gen Ed (if needed)
Gen Ed (if needed)

A SAMPLING OF OUR COURSES & WHAT STUDENTS LEARN IN THEM
Introductory
Sociology
(SOC 131)

Basic concepts in sociology: culture, social
structure, social change, inequality, power, politics,
gender, race, crime, deviance, sex

Social Statistics
(SOC 232)

Statistical and mathematical reasoning; how to
collect and read quantitative data

Social Problems
(SOC 235)

Modern social problems such as crime, racism,
poverty, environmental issues, etc.

Mind, Self, and
Society
(SOC 320)
Sociology of
Mass Media
(SOC 322)

How one’s external environment shapes personality
development, behavior, etc.

Sociology of
Migration
(SOC 330s)
Sociology of the
Family
(SOC 345)

Global economics, migration, refugees, politics and
laws and behavior of states.

Environmental
Sociology
(SOC 383)

Concepts of ecology and political economy as
applied to current environmental conditions

Research
Methods in
Sociology
(SOC 395)

How one engages in sociological research,
including collecting, measuring, analyzing,
processing, and presenting social data.

Gender and
Society
(SOC 399)

The social construction of gender and the
experiences of men and women in society.

Racial and
Ethnic
Relations
(SOC 400)
The Modern
World System
(SOC 425)

Racial and ethnic experiences from the perspective
of sociology and related sciences.

What is the structure of mass communication, who
owns it, what do they produce and expose the
public to?

Family as an institution, including its relationship
to social change and the wider society.

Political-economic institutions and the origins and
dynamics of the modern world system, including
inequalities of race & gender
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Sociology as a Second Major
This can be done in 30 hours among the 120 total
hours you need to graduate
Perhaps you have your mind set on becoming an architect, an engineer, a nurse, or a computer
programmer. That makes sense, as these are interesting professions with available careers. But as
we just saw, employers want workers with skills that go beyond the narrow confines of these
disciplines as they have been traditionally taught.

And they believe that the typical employee is not receiving these skills with their traditional
degrees. Today, employers want and expect more. They believe students today lack in creativity,
knowledge of the real world, analytical skills, critical thinking, the ability to communicate orally
and in writing, and the ability to locate and organize information.

Sociology as a second major will tell them you have
been trained in just those skills.
Sociology matches well with many other majors:
Law, Criminology, Justice, Police Studies
Psychology
Communication, Marketing
Planning
Nursing
Political Science
Business, Management, Economics
Computer Science
Philosophy
Education & Teaching
Child and Family Studies
Public Health
And Many, Many More!!
Not only does sociology match well with other majors, but needing 30 credit hours to complete
the major, you can fill up much of your upper division elective hours through sociology and
easily attain that double major.

This will look awesome on your resume.

The Accelerated Degree
30 hours in Sociology during Summer, Fall, Spring
Sometimes a college student decides later in their career that their current major is not for them
but is hesitant to change majors because they already have put a lot time.

No college experience is worse than being in classes and
working on a degree you dislike.
Sometimes a college student does not decide on a major in their first two to three years.
Sometimes a college student, through no fault of their own, falters in their studies and finds
graduating with the first chosen major not to be possible.
In such cases, students might find themselves might directed toward a “General Studies” degree
to help them finish.

A “General Studies” degree impresses no employers.
Instead, you should consider going for a degree in sociology. In sociology, you will gain skills
and the qualifications you will need to better compete in the job market.

Sociology requires that you collect 30 credits hours out of
the 120 total hours you need. Most students can do that in
about 2 to 3 semesters.
If you take summer school, we can get you the credits you need for the major in one year,
assuming that you already have (all or most of) your General Education classes out of the way.

Talk to one of our faculty members on how to make this a possibility.
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Sociology as a Minor
Just as sociology makes a great major or a second major, it also makes a great minor. And for
many of the same reasons: skills in collecting and writing up data, analytical skills, critical
thinking, communicating, and so on.
In addition to the skills and exposure to ideas you will receive with a sociology minor, there are
others reasons to take it as a minor as well.

• A sociology minor requires 18 hours (SOC 131 and 15 hours of
SOC electives).
• A sociology minor can be achieved while accumulating many
upper division university elective hours at the same time.
• Sociology classes like Introductory Sociology (SOC 131) and
Social Problems (SOC 235) count toward both the minor and Gen
Ed Element 5B.
• Sociology classes like Gender and Society (SOC 399) and Racial
and Ethnic Relations (SOC 400) count toward both the minor and
Gen Ed Element 6.
A minor in sociology can help accelerate yourself toward graduation
while adding to your credentials.

10 Goals and 10 Opportunities for Our Students
It is our program’s goal to enrich our students’ lives through the study of sociology. Each of our
professors have taken on sociology and education as our life’s work and we strive each day to
fulfill those vocational pursuits with excellence. We hope to teach our students the same goals
and values we hold dear for ourselves.
10 Goals for Our Students
1. Become well-rounded people with expert knowledge on the ways of the world from a
sociological perspective, including concepts, theories, and up-to-date findings.
2. Become well-educated, critically thinking independent individuals.
3. Develop sought after skills useful for a lifetime in a changing job market, including use
of spreadsheets, data sets, computer literacy, and so on.
4. Achieve high levels of proficiency in being a literate and articulate person.
5. Have enriching experiences in the classroom, in the field, and in college generally.
6. Make lifelong connections and friends.
7. Develop a love of learning based in the methods and values of science that lasts forever.
8. Adopt a quality of mind needed for navigating difficult public issues in a complex world.
9. Learning how to ask tough questions and search out the right answers.
10. Giving back to their families, communities, and peers.
10 Opportunities for Our Students
1. Study with highly skilled and knowledgeable professionals.
2. Assist in hands-on research.
3. Getting out in the field and collecting data in the real world.
4. Co-publish work with their professors.
5. Produce their own original research on a topic of their choosing.
6. Gain experience in presenting work in professional settings.
7. Participating in the Sociology Club with like-minded students.
8. Assistance in producing resumes and vitae.
9. Getting to know their professors and developing professional relationships with them.
10. Maintaining contacts and enhancing their graduate school applications.

“As an undergraduate student, EKU's sociology program offered me valuable
research experience and a theoretical foundation which prepared me well for
graduate school and beyond as an alumna. The faculty is bright, approachable, and
helpful. It is certainly a program to consider!” – Jessica Pulliam, Class of 2011
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Research Opportunities
Several of our faculty are involved in research and provide students opportunities to work with
them, from conceptualization to execution to presentation.
Below are just a few recent examples:
Dr. Stephanie McSpirit has worked with students on environmental issues, community
development, and is currently working on The Appalachian Equine Project, a regional project
that deals with people and their relationships to horses, a central Kentucky legacy.
Dr. James Maples is currently working on Appalachian Communities in transition and with EKU
students to examine the economic impact of recreational activities in the Red River Gorge and
the growth of craft beer industries in the state.
Dr. Matthew Irvin has accompanied students to many professional conferences like the Southern
Sociological Society’s annual conference where they showed their work.
Dr. Elizabeth Underwood’s demography and migration courses provide students opportunities to
do research on Eastern Kentucky population dynamics and service-learning activities with
immigrant populations.
Dr. Smith’s research on social stratification asks students to study the changing social
constructions of social class, race, and gender, as well as other forms of social stratification.
Additionally, our Seminar in Sociology (SOC 470) requires students to produce their own Senior
Thesis. This provides all of our students with skills and experience in developing research
questions, practice data collection, and presenting their findings, all skills coveting in today’s job
market. If a work is of high quality, there are even opportunities to present it at conferences or
even publish it in a professional outlet.

Mentoring Opportunities
Sociology faculty engage in mentoring our students in several ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide instruction and feedback on presenting their work to professional audiences.
Advice on writing an effective resume.
Taking students to conferences.
Helping them get into graduate school.
Advice on how to interview for a job.
Networking with current students and previous graduates.

Our Student Sociology Club
Our Student Sociology Club provides students a chance to meet one
another, socialize, to make friends and connections, to establish
networks that will help them in their careers, and just have fun and
expand their opportunities to learn.

Here is a list of things a student club might organize in a semester or
academic year:

•

• Faculty and Student Socials
• Recreational activities, such as movies, cookouts, hiking, even bowling
• Department field trips
• Have debates on contemporary topics that have wide appeal
• Going to and/or holding talks, colloquiums on current events
• Book discussion groups
• Talks where you can ask professors about academic life
• Sponsor guest speakers
Student Research Day, where students discuss their projects / present their papers
• Bring in Alumni guest speakers to talk about sociology and their careers
• Volunteer drives for causes
• Volunteer for local community organizations

Alpha Kappa Delta
Alpha Kappa Delta is the International Sociology Honor Society. It seeks to acknowledge and
promote excellence in scholarship in the study of sociology, the research of social problems, and
such other social and intellectual activities as will lead to the improvement of the human
condition. Sociology majors who are juniors, who have maintained a 3.0 GPA, and who have
completed at least 4 regular courses at their host institution are eligible.
Membership indicates outstanding performance and commitment and provides evidences to both
employers and graduate schools of one’s abilities and talents.
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OUR FACULTY IN ACTION
Dr. James Maples talking about his research on the economic impact of
rock climbing in the Red River Gorge area.

EKU Sociology

EKU Sociology Alumni

Dr. Underwood in South Korea, presenting her research on missionary
identifications at the Seoul Theological Seminary and working with
immigrant communities in the region, 2012.
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Dr. Stephanie McSpirit and teams of undergraduate sociology students have
worked on major grant-funded initiatives! Some of them include:

2001-2006: The Martin County Coal Waste
Spill: Community impacts and recovery after

2005-2008: Citizen Science and Environmental Monitoring
and Watershed in the Appalachian Region

2008-2010: State Streams and Wetlands Conservation and
Planning Process: Stakeholder Assessment

2011-present: Appalachian Coal Mining Communities in
Economic Transition

2014- present: Public History, Local Museum Projects

2015-present: Oral history projects of Appalachian regional
traditions

2015-present: The free-roaming horse herds of eastern
Kentucky: Environmental and Stakeholder assessment

Our Students Presenting their Work at the Southern Sociological
Society’s Annual Meeting
Attending the SSS convention in Atlanta, GA, was both an
enjoyable and educational experience. I loved hearing about
the different research projects being completed, and how the
researchers were attempting to implement different policies
and solutions to better the world. Both Dr. Irvin and Dr.
Maples were extremely helpful and encouraging throughout
the entire convention. I would not be where I am today if it
wasn't for all of my professors and how much they truly care
for both sociology as a discipline and their students' success.
As a result of attending the SSS convention, I was able to
share my research with other scholars, get my research
published in a text book, get two graduate school offers (both with funding), and create lasting memories.
I would definitely recommend any Sociology major or minor to attend a convention similar to the SSS
convention I attended. – Kailyn Eggett, Class of 2016

What are they doing with a Bachelor’s Degree
in Sociology? ASA, 2005, p. 2.
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HOW DO I DECLARE A SOCIOLOGY MAJOR?
That’s easy! There are several ways you can do this…
You can go to EKU’s website, “Declaring a Major Program of Study”. You can
read up on how to do it and they have a form under the words, “Complete the
Declaration of Program Study form” (move your mouse over it and click!). It’s
here: http://registrar.eku.edu/declaring-program-study and it looks like this:

Fill that form out and bring it or mail it to:
Department of Anthropology, Sociology, and Social Work
Eastern Kentucky University
Keith Building
Richmond, KY 40475
Or feel free to contact us if you have questions or would like to join
our program! Any of our faculty or staff will be glad to help you!
Lynn Morris
Administrative Assistant
Paul Paolucci
Department Chair, Faculty
Elizabeth Underwood
Program Coordinator, Faculty
Dionne Smith
Faculty
James Maples
Faculty
Stephanie McSpirit
Faculty
Matthew Irvin
Faculty

lynn.morris@eku.edu
859-622-1644
paul.paolucci@eku.edu
858-622-6780
elizabeth.underwood@eku.edu
859-622-1469
dionne.smith@eku.edu
859-622-1653
james.maples@eku.edu
859-622-1389
stephanie.mcspirit@eku.edu
859-622-3070
matthew.irvin@eku.edu
859-622-2409

I find my training in sociology relevant in dealing with every
day affairs. My training in sociology helps me relate and
communicate with people--which I do every day. Sociology has
helped me think more independently and analytically at varying
levels- from individual/micro-level phenomena to
societal/macro phenomena. I'm able to draw upon sociological
theory to help me make sense of our very complex society and
the myriad of institutions and individuals that compose our
world.… EKU's sociology program and professors helped me
build an educational foundation that has already had a profound
positive influence on my life. Simply, I am a smarter, more wellrounded individual who is better able to think 'outside the box'
because of my experiences in the Sociology Program at EKU.
The professors are of a high caliber and are very personable and
willing to work extra hard to see the program's students succeed.
I can honestly say that I would not be where I'm at right now
were it not for a couple EKU sociology professors going above
and beyond the call of duty to see me through the program.…
My training in sociology has already benefited me immensely
and will continue to do so.
Patrick Carter North, EKU Sociology, Class of 2003
Received Master of Science in Rural Sociology from Auburn
University in 2005
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